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PAPERCUT BUILD INSTRUCTIONS
BUILD TIME: 10-20 MINUTES

STEP 2

STEP 1

PG. 1

Print PDF and gather materials

Cut out shapes along solid black lines

STEP 3 Handle #1

A. Fold the handle along the dotted lines over each other to create a tube shape with four edges on
     
      one side and five edges on the other. This should create a double walled tube.
			B. Fold the tabs inside the tube to hold the shape.

STEP 4 Blade #2

A. Fold in half along dotted line.
			B. Fold outer flaps inside. The smaller flap A folds over and behind the opposite inner flap B. This holds
      the knife shape with the blade and spine exposed.
			C. Fold the tabs on the end of the knife out and away from the knife.
			D. Pinch the back end of the blade from the top and bottom to create a tube shape. Fit the back end of
     the knife into the five sided potion of the handle. The shortest edge of the handle should line up with
     the spine of the knife. Push the blade into the handle and pull out gently until the blade catches.

PAPERCUT BUILD INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 4 Cont.

STEP 5 End Cap #3 		

A. Fold in half along dotted lines two times so the holes line up.
				B. Fold tab up along dotted line and then down along second dotted line to create
     a box shape. Line up sides and fold down to complete the box.
				C. Gently insert the end cap into the four sided end of the handle.

STEP 6 Blade Guard #4

A. Fold in half along dotted line.
				B. Fold tabs to the inside
				C. Insert the tabs into where the blade and handle meet.

STEP 7 Sheath #5		

A. Start at the end without the Kershaw logo and fold the sides along the folds
      over each other until it is flat.
				B. At the top with the belt loop holes, fold the tabs over and into the sheath to
      hold the shape in place.
				C. On the bottom of the sheath, fold one side of the rounded tabs down into the
      sheath. Fold the angled sides into the sheath as well. Fold the remaining tab
     over the angled tabs and into the sheath to create a closed end.
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